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A. Interest Link Borders and its Activities
1. About Interest Link Borders












Interest Link Borders aims to improve the lives of people with learning disabilities
and their carers through volunteer befriending projects.
We were founded by carers in 1990 and cover the Scottish
Borders through 4 branches in Duns, Galashiels, Hawick
and Peebles.
We provide around 250 group and 1:1 befriending links
each year.
Our Board of Directors and Branch Committees are made
up of elected people with learning disabilities, volunteers
and family and professional carers.
A Project Co‐ordinator manages the four Branch Co‐ordinators who deliver our
projects: registering people with learning disabilities, recruiting, checking and
training volunteers and creating and supporting befriending links.
We have the Queens Award for Voluntary Service and the Approved Provider
Standard for Befriending Services.
Anyone with learning disabilities can access our projects, which are free apart from
contributions towards activity and travel costs.
Our projects are funded by Trusts, Foundations, Scottish Borders Council and the
Scottish Government.

2. The need we meet.








People with learning disabilities have a lifelong condition that affects their
development and means they need help to understand information, learn skills
and live independently. Cerebral Palsy, Downs Syndrome and autism are common
causes.
Only 1/3rd of people with learning disabilities have a close friend (The Keys To Life
2013) and over 30% have no contact with friends at all (Emerson, Malam, Davies
and Spencer). Only 2% get married (How is it Going?).
Befriending helps people overcome this social exclusion so they can pursue
interests, participate in community activities, make choices, gain skills and develop
independence. This aims to improve their confidence, self‐esteem, life skills and
physical & mental wellbeing.
Family carers of people with learning disabilities have a caring role which can carry
on into their own old age. Befriending makes family life more sustainable by
providing high quality respite.

3. Our activities



We provide Group and 1:1 Befriending for children (aged 8‐16), young people
(aged 16‐25) and adults.
1:1 links
 People with learning disabilities are matched 1:1 with volunteers who share
their interests, are usually of a similar age and meet up with them regularly.
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 Activities are chosen by people with learning disabilities and volunteers and







will usually take place in the community. Typical activities include going to the
cinema, cycling, local events, walks, shopping, going for coffee, arts & crafts,
golf, swimming or football.
 Activities usually last for around three hours and can be weekly, fortnightly or
monthly.
 We aim for long term relationships (particularly for adults), with links often
lasting 5‐10 years.
Befriending Groups
 Groups usually have roughly equal numbers of volunteers and people with
learning disabilities and all the members are as close in age to each other as
possible.
 The groups meet up regularly on a weekday evening, and are usually
supervised by an Interest Link staff member.
 Group members decide what they want to do, and as well as fun social and
leisure activities, they often do personal development projects involving, for
example, music, art & crafts, drama and outward bound activities.
Children and young people.
 There is a focus on personal development at key times of transition and
furthering the ideals of Getting It Right For Every Child.
 We provide 70‐80 places in befriending groups and 40‐50 1:1 links annually.
 Around 30 of the 115 children and young people we work with are on the
autistic spectrum.
 We recruit around 40 volunteers from local secondary schools each year.
Adults
 We aim to further the ideals of The Keys To Life.
 We provide around 40 places in befriending groups and 85‐95 1:1 links
annually.

4. Measured outcomes.



We monitor and evaluate the difference we make through internal and
independent surveys, case studies, workshops and family meetings.
The outcomes we look for are:
 Children, young people and adults with learning disabilities will have improved
confidence, self‐esteem, lifeskills, physical wellbeing and happiness/mental
wellbeing.
 Family carers will have improved wellbeing, be better able to sustain their
caring role and have more opportunities to live a life outside of caring.
 Volunteers will be more aware of people with learning disabilities and the
problems they face, and be more confident in forming relationships with
them.
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B. About This Report


In 2013, we carried out a survey of most of the children, young people and adults
with learning disabilities who were in a 1:1 befriending link or group at the time,
asking about the difference we had made to their lives over the previous year and
whether they had suggestions for improving our projects.
 We also surveyed carers, volunteers and a small number of Social Work staff.
 Written questionnaires were used, and response rates were as follows:
Polled
Responded Response rate
Children, Young people and Adults with 154
87
56%
learning disabilities (aged 8‐25)
Family & Professional Carers
150
59
39%
Volunteers
159
72
45%
Social Work staff
11
7
64%





Any names mentioned in responses have been changed for confidentiality.
Consultancy advice on the survey was provided by Evaluation Support Scotland,
with funding from Paul Hamyn Foundation’s Fitter for Purpose programme.
This report has been designed in‐house.
Summary and easyread versions can be found on our website, as well as versions
looking only at children or young people or adults.

Comparison of Outcomes in 2010 and 2013
Outcome

2010

2013

Happiness/mental wellbeing

76%

93%

Confidence

91%

96%

Self‐esteem

87%

90%

Lifeskills

88%

85%

Physical wellbeing

46%

68%

Improved wellbeing

Not measured

68%

More opportunities to enjoy a life outside of their
caring role
Better able to sustain their caring role

Not measured

73%

66%

77%

50%

94%

Not measured

89%

People with learning disabilities. Improvements in:

Family carers

Volunteers
Increased awareness about learning disabilities
Increased confidence in forming relationships with
people with learning disabilities.
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C. Impact on children, young people and adults with
learning disabilities
1. Service user feedback
% of service users who felt that Interest Link has
helped them with these aspects of their lives:
2010

2013

100%
80%

91%

96%

87%

90%

88%

93%

85%

60%

68%

40%

76%

46%

20%
0%

Increased
Confidence

Improved Self‐ Improved Life Better Physical
Esteem
Skills
Wellbeing

Greater
Happiness

Data Analysis:



Impact was slightly higher in befriending groups than 1:1 links, and children and
young people reported slightly greater impact then adults.
Outcome levels were an average of 10% higher than in 2010.

It's made me a lot happier and
taught me how to make friends
and gave me more confidence ...
I enjoy every minute.

Getting out and about
makes me feel good
about myself.

Themes: People with learning disabilities were also asked to describe the difference
Interest Link had made to their lives: many spoke of the happiness of making new
friends, being part of a group and getting out and about in the community. People also
talked about enjoying specific activities and hobbies, trying new things, having
something to look forward to, improving lifeskills and being able to communicate
better.

I now have a friend
my own age.
Being in a group gave me the
chance to smile and laugh more
than I usually do.
I have so much more selfconfidence than I have ever had in
my life and I am so grateful for that.

I’m happier: because I'm out
of the house. Confident:
because I'm funny - I get
people to laugh!
5
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Case studies
Dougal is 11 and has a learning disability and ADHD.
Although initially anxious and shy, he quickly grew in confidence and was able to feel
very much at ease with other members of the group. “It
makes me happy when I go. It gives me something to look
forward to.”
The impact of the group was especially noticeable when the
children performed individual creative drama sketches: his
mother and father were both in the audience and were
absolutely amazed at his attention to detail and ability to
work collaboratively with other group members.
Rose is in her 50s and has learning disabilities and a
profound hearing impairment.
Rose is very active in an adult befriending group and through
this came to know Sally, her new one to one link.
Rose is delighted to be getting out and about as she has been
worried in the past about bullying from local youngsters. She
and Sally have made plans to go the panto and go for coffee
and shopping.

Word Cloud created from people with learning
disabilities’ responses.
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2. Carer Comments

% of carers who felt Interest Link helped the
people they care for in these ways:
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

81%

79%

88%

84%
49%

Increased
Confidence

Improved Self- Improved Life Better Physical
Esteem
Skills
Wellbeing

Greater
Happiness

Data Analysis. There was little variation between those caring for people in 1:1
links and those in befriending groups or between the age groups. Improved lifeskills
were noticeably higher in youth groups and greater happiness in younger people with
learning disabilities linked 1:1.

Alex is able to chat with
Laurence; forming
relationships is something that
in the past has been a struggle.

She always comes home
from the sessions with a
big smile on her face.

Themes. Carers spoke frequently of the increased confidence and happiness of the
people they care for, and of strong friendships with volunteers, better communication
and group skills, the benefits of social contacts of the same age and outside the family,
increased ability to make decisions and handle money, more attention to appearance
and even better resilience to bullying.

Going out with her Interest
Link Volunteer makes Fiona
feel part of the world,
independent from her parents.

[He has] far better
social relationships
and communication.

Dave is a lot
happier and
more settled.

He has improved his
confidence and grown up.
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Case studies
Archie is 16, has learning disabilities and is autistic and his parents were unsure that
he would be able to interact within a group.
Archie was initially very quiet within the group but has
gradually joined in more and more. He is now fully
engaged within the group setting. Recently, when we
voted on which DVD we wanted to watch, Archie’s
was chosen and he celebrated with a victory dance.
Volunteers have commented on the changes in Archie
and we are proud as a group to have made him feel so
welcome. The difference in him is profound and his Archie (far right) at Halloween night
parents have noted his new levels of enthusiasm when coming to the group.
Morag and Jennifer have been linked for 6 years. Morag has a learning disability, and
Jennifer is partially deaf. Their friendship has remained a
strong one, and they support each other when out socially
in circumstances that are sometimes difficult and
challenging for them both.
Morag lives with her elderly parents, who have great
admiration for Jennifer, and are extremely grateful for the
time taken out of her busy life to support Morag.
The many visits they have shared with each other include
visits to stately homes and abbeys, Interest Link Friendship
Days and Social Events

Carers’ Word Cloud describing benefits to those they care for.
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3. Volunteer Views

% of volunteers who felt Interest Link helped
service users with these aspects of their lives:
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

89%

81%

30%

92%

91%
49%

20%
10%
0%

Increased
Confidence

Improved Self- Improved Life Better Physical
Esteem
Skills
Wellbeing

Greater
Happiness

Data Analysis. There was general consistency between age groups and befriending
types. Confidence and lifeskills were a little higher in groups and there were slightly
greater increases in happiness in 1:1 links.

We have walks together
and chat about exercise
and healthy foods.

Everyone in the group
has grown in confidence.
Everyone joins in and
helps each other.

Themes. Volunteers spoke of greatly improved confidence in people with learning
disabilities; happy friendships and groups; people who were shy people coming out of
their shells; people feeling good about themselves and having a laugh; improvements
in being able to make friends, communicate, make decisions independently, handle
money, eat healthily and cook.

Avril is much
happier now
than when the
link began. We
laugh a lot!

Those who were shy to
begin with are happy
to get involved and
voice opinion.

Jake's selfesteem has
increased.
9
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Volunteers’ Word Cloud describing benefits to service users

4. Social Work responses




Social Work Local Area Co‐ordinators (LACs) work closely with Interest Link.
Where LACs had sufficient knowledge to judge, 66% thought there had been an
impact across all the five outcomes for people with learning disabilities.
We also asked LACs if staff and volunteers at Interest Link were professional and
easy to deal with, and 97% said this was the case.

It is amazing to see how she has
grown in confidence in every
way and when new things are
proposed to her she takes them
in her stride.

I think the activities with his
buddy are giving him ' real'
things to talk about and
more practice at being 'in a
relationship'.

Self-esteem has
increased so much - she
seems more confident to
make her own choices.

The need is ever
greater as
expectations rise
and institutional
care is phased out.
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D. The impact on Family Carers
1. Carer feedback
%age of family carers who said Interest Link helped
them:
2010
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

73%

2013

77%
68%

66%

Do you feel better able to
Have you had more
opportunities to enjoy a life sustain your caring role?
outside of your caring role?

Has your mental
wellbeing/happiness
improved?

Data Analysis.



Benefits were significantly higher for carers of children and young people than
for adults: an average of 82% across all three outcomes, compared to 59%.
Outcome levels (where comparable) were 16% higher than in 2010.

Break does the
whole family good.

Having that little
space is great.

Themes. Carers valued the opportunity to have time to themselves, recharge their
batteries and enjoy outside interests. They spoke often of happiness in seeing the
person they care for enjoying themselves with friends of their own age and interests,
and of the benefits to the whole family of the people they care for coming home
refreshed and with new things to talk about.

I can now
relax by myself
or go out and
see friends.

I like getting the little break and
I can go out and do leisure
classes and go out with friends.

Gives me peace of mind knowing
Tessa is mixing with other kids
her age and enjoying herself. If
she's happy, I'm happy.

We both feel that if Justine is
happy we can relax and be
happy too.
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Case Studies
Sarah (aged 13) has had a 1:1 link for four months and her mother said “we were lucky
that Sarah and her volunteer hit it off from the start. Her face glows when she knows
her volunteer is coming. This could not have worked out any better”.
Sarah’s mother greatly appreciates the respite and the chance to do something for
herself. “I like getting the little break and I can go out and do leisure classes and go
out with friends”
She is thrilled that Sarah enjoys her outings so much, and said “the break gives me
renewed enthusiasm [for my caring role].”
The volunteer told us that “Sarah’s mother has a little more space and is not so isolated
now”.
Warren's family carer was concerned about Warren's lack of social opportunities and
isolation, and is delighted with his 1:1 evening class link with Anthony.
She says that Warren has a fantastic time and is thrilled with the whole experience of
having a friend. This helps her to encourage a little more independence in Warren's
life (he is now taking the bus to classes on his own) and is a great chance for her to
relax knowing that Warren is having a good time in safe environment and that he is
developing his social circle in a natural way.

Carers’ Word Cloud describing benefits to themselves
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2. Volunteer comments on Benefits to Carers



Only 1:1 befrienders (who will usually have some contact with carers) were asked
about the benefit to carers.
Where respondents felt they knew the carers well enough to comment, all said
Interest Link has provided them with more opportunities to enjoy a life outside of
their caring role, made them better able to sustain that role and improved their
mental wellbeing/happiness.

My service user enjoys the time we
spend together and this makes her
family carers happy.

Jamie has a more structured
week with befriending. This
benefits the whole family.

Themes. Carers told volunteers of the benefits of having extra time and space to
themselves and feeling less isolated; also of being happy that those they care for are
enjoying themselves.

Allows (carers)
time for
themselves.

The parents are very
happy when Mary is
out and about with me
doing other activities.

Volunteers’ Word Cloud describing benefits to carers
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E. Impact of the service on volunteers
Volunteers views on the impact on themselves
2010

2013

I am more confident in forming
relationships with people with learning
disabilities than when I started
volunteering.

89%

My volunteering increased my awareness
of people with learning disabilities and
the problems they face

50%
94%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Data Analysis. Impact rates were slightly higher for young volunteers, reflecting
the greater life experience of adult volunteers.

It has made
me realise
how much I
enjoy caring.

I learned so much about
learning disabilities and
realised so many things I
wouldn't have done otherwise.

Themes included realising people with learning disabilities were the same as
everyone else, wanted the same things and could often, with a bit of help, do the same
things learning a lot about people with learning disabilities; being more confident and
relaxed interacting with people with learning disabilities and better able to put them
at their ease; more likely to consider a career working with them; more appreciative
of the difficulties and challenges they face in their lives; general increase in confidence
and social skills; enjoyment in meeting other volunteers and people with learning
disabilities at branch social events.

It has made me
more aware that
everyone is the
same.

It’s lovely to get to know the
person and their strengths,
focusing on what they can do
rather than what they can't do.

I’m more aware of how
hard people with
learning disabilities find
it to interact.

I am more
comfortable around
people with learning
disabilities now.
14
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Volunteers’ Word Cloud describing the impact on themselves

Volunteers’ Favourite Memories
Seeing the joy on Ant's
face when I visit him
at his home.

The happiness and pride Eva got
from getting her make up done
professionally, she was absolutely
beaming with pleasure knowing that
she looked fantastic!

Hearing Andrew sing for
the first time (first time
for Mum too).

Stuart really
rubbing it in when
he beat me at pool!

Anne
managing
the zipwire

I enjoyed the drama
activity... some of the
kids had really good
and funny ideas.
15
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Volunteer Achievement
% of Volunteers who felt that being involved with
Interest Link had helped them achieve "quite a bit" or
"a lot" in the following areas of their lives:
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

95%
77%

Contribute to Do something
the community rewarding

88%

Develop
personally

93%

87%

Gain
Gain new skills
experience of
people with
learning
disabilities

97%

Have fun

Data Analysis. There were some variations between age groups: contributing to
the community, using existing skills and increasing social networks were important to
older volunteers, while developing personally and gaining work experience meant
more to younger volunteers.

The Volunteering Experience
100% of volunteers said they would recommend volunteering with Interest Link to
their friends. The reasons given were similar to those in the achievement section, with
the addition of the high level of support given by Interest Link staff.

A great way to make
friends and
contribute to the
community.

The training and
support given to
the volunteers is
very thorough.

It's so
rewarding!

The organisation is
caring, supportive and
friendly and still
manages to be very
professional.
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F. Suggestions for improving the current project and for
new projects.
1. People with learning disabilities










When asked about anything they didn’t enjoy or that we could do better, 19 out
of 25 people answering (76%) said they had enjoyed everything. Of the 6
remaining:
 2 commented about issues very specific to their links, which have been
addressed.
 4 requested increased frequency of 1:1 and group meetings.
Of 20 suggestions for new projects, 17 were for an increase in the size and variety
of the current project including:
 Longer and more frequent group and 1:1 sessions and more of the drama,
music, arts and crafts groups we already provide.
 A wider variety of places for 1:1 links to visit as well as gardening & sports
activities, summer activities and fashion classes.
Two completely new elements were suggested:
 Trips away involving overnight stays. (2 requests)
 A food shopping project. (1 request)
In summary, the responses show a generally very high level of satisfaction with the
current project and a strong demand for it to grow and become even more diverse.
 Increasing the size of projects depends upon funding, and we will strive to
achieve this.
 Increases in variety can be achieved immediately and most suggestions will be
acted on in 2014.
Of the two new projects suggested:
 A food shopping project would not be compatible with Interest Link’s focus on
friendships based around common interests.
 A project involving residential trips away would be compatible with our aims,
so long as the issue of personal care (which volunteers cannot provide) could
be overcome. It is one of the options in our existing development plan and will
be looked at in detail in the independent evaluation in 2014.

2. Carers
The response from carers was very similar to responses from those they care for:
 Comments showed a high level of happiness with the existing project, together
with requests for it to grow and become even more varied.
 Specific suggestions included healthy food cooking classes, a wider range of places
for 1:1 links to visit, sports and personal development activities, keep fit classes
and summer holiday activities.
 Suggested new projects included:
 One request for weekend trips and one for a shopping project (both addressed
above).
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 One suggestion to mix children and young adults in groups. We have done this

in one branch already, and social events usually mix the age groups. However
our experience has generally been that children’s groups and youth groups
have significantly different natures. We will look at the issue again in the 2014
independent evaluation.

3. Volunteers





The pattern of high levels of happiness with the existing project, together with
suggestions for growth and diversity, was repeated
Proposals included more physical/outdoor activities (including gardening), more
befriending groups, more trips out for special activities such as bowling, and ideas
for new classes. There was a request for more first aid training (which will be
implemented in 2014).
New projects:
 One suggestion for overnight stays (as suggested by people with learning
disabilities and carers).
 A proposal to expand the projects beyond the Scottish Borders and another to
include people with dementia as service users. Both of these are options in
our development plan and will be looked at again during the independent
evaluation.
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G. Conclusions
 Interest Link Borders is achieving its outcomes for people with learning disabilities,
carers and volunteers, and at a higher level than the independent evaluation of
2010 (see table on page 4).
 People with learning disabilities, carers and volunteers show a high level of
happiness with the curent project and a strong demand for an increase in its size
and an increased variety of activities.
 Improving physical wellbeing is the outcome for people with learning disabilities
where we have had least impact, and there is a corresponding demand from all
stakeholder groups for an increase in physical and outdoor activities.
 Other interesting points that emerge from the survey data includes:
 The benefits of respite were significant across our projects, but they are
definitely higher for family carers of children and young people than for adults:
an average of 82% across all three outcomes, compared to 59%.
 Impact was slightly higher in befriending groups than 1:1 links. Children and
young people with learning disabilities reported somewhat greater impact then
adults.
 Improved lifeskills were higher in groups, particularly children and young
people’s groups. There were slightly greater increases in happiness in 1:1 links.
 The survey results provide a wealth of data for the independent evaluation planned
for 2014.
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Many thanks to the funders who have
made Interest Link’s work possible:
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Contact Details
Project Co‐ordinator: Andrew Findlay Project Administrator: Susan Fleming
Platform 1, Station Road, Duns TD11 3HS Tel: 01573 410760/01361 883662
andrewfindlay@interestlink.org.uk susanfleming@interestlink.org.uk
Berwickshire: Judy Kay
Platform One, Station Road, Duns
Berwickshire TD11 3HS
01361 883662/07776 221843
judykay@interestlink.org.uk

Central Borders: Stefanie Poletyllo,
Low Buckholmside,
Galashiels TD1 1RT
01896 750020/ 07717 403529
stefaniepoletyllo@interestlink.org.uk

Roxburgh: Val Reilly
Katherine Elliot Centre,
Howdenbank, Hawick TD9 7JT
Tel 01450 377600/07738 567498
valreilly@interestlink.org.uk

Tweeddale: Mary Mouat
Volunteer Resource Centre, School
Brae, Peebles EH45 8AL
01721 729348/0777 3303829
marymouat@interestlink.org.uk
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